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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Which task is part of a Staging Plan Development onsite discovery workshop?
 

A. Identify implementation risks.

B. Validate network management design.

C. Verify customer site locations and contacts.

D. Create test cases.
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

Which task is part of executing an operations test plan?
 

A. Review changes with key stakeholders.

B. Identify risks and establishing contingencies.

C. Notify impacted parties of upcoming cutover.

D. Validate product and software functionality as required in the design.
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

When identifying and assessing the technologies and services required for a routing and switching

solution, which two tasks are performed prior to producing a technology requirements document

for the customer? (Choose two.)
 

A. Produce a final draft of the technology requirements document for the customer.

B. Assess findings and validate the technology requirements with key stakeholders and business

owners.

C. Determine which technologies and services will create a routing and switching solution to

satisfy the identified business requirements.

D. Assess and compare the capabilities of available technologies and services that will address

the stated business requirements of the customer.

E. Compile the findings into a technology requirements document.
 

Answer: C,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

   

        1



Which task is conducted during Migration Plan Development?
 

A. Identify risk and propose a risk mitigation strategy.

B. Identify staff development requirements against business initiatives, goal, and technical

activities required to support the infrastructure solution.

C. Obtain and review security procedures and policies.

D. Perform an automated scan of ports to determine potential vulnerabilities.
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

Which three activities within the prepare phase are performed to create a recommendation for an

operations technology strategy for people, processes, and tools to support the operations and

management of a routing and switching solution? (Choose three.)
 

A. Analyze the documented business and technology requirements.

B. Identify hardware and software products, features, and functionalities.

C. Analyze the technology infrastructure and operational requirements.

D. Assess current network infrastructure and installed applications.

E. Produce a documented operations technology strategy.

F. Identify and assess the operations requirements for the routing and switching solution.
 

Answer: A,E,F

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

What is the correct order for performing the activities in the Change Management service

component?
 

A. Evaluate, Communicate, Accept, Schedule and Execute, Originate, Close

B. Evaluate, Originate, Schedule, Execute, Access, Communicate, Close

C. Originate, Schedule, Execute, Evaluate, Access, Communicate, Close

D. Originate, Evaluate, Accept and Schedule, Execute, Communicate, Close
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

Which task is part of the Problem Management service component?
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A. Monitor infrastructure.

B. Gather symptom information including traces, logs, and events.

C. Isolate incident.

D. Compare test parameters against service-level requirements.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

What are two typical activities that are conducted as part of Security Assessment? (Choose two.)
 

A. Perform intrusion audits.

B. Categorize security incidents.

C. Create a performance baseline for Security Assessment.

D. Assess network infrastructure software and configurations.
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

Which task is conducted during execution of a system acceptance test plan?
 

A. Verify that all participants are ready.

B. Record and review results with key stakeholders and business owners.

C. Present and discuss systems acceptance test results with the customer.

D. Verify that escalation path is in place to help manage and mitigate problems with test cases.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

Which definition best describes the service component for Business Case Development?
 

A. a service component activity to help ensure that all systems design requirements are identified

within the prepare phase

B. a service component that addresses business requirements of the customer within the plan

phase

C. a prescribed set of activities and tasks that creates a business case that cites business and

financial justifications for a customer considering the benefits of investing and adopting a routing

and switching solution within the prepare phase

D. a prescribed set of activities and tasks that creates a business case that cites business and

financial justifications for a customer considering the benefits of investing and adopting a routing
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